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• The current criteria of evaluation

• “Historical” development of the evaluation criteria

• One aspect in depth: Philatelic Knowledge

• 7 challenges when judging
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1. The current criteria of evaluation

Appropriate material:

A thematic exhibit develops 
all kind of philatelic material in its postal aspects
according to illustration, purpose of issue etc.

Guidelines:
Appropriate postal-philatelic material is that which, for the purpose of 

transmitting mail or other postal communications, has been issued, 
intended for issue, or produced in the preparation for issue, used, 
or treated as valid for postage by governmental, local or private 
postal agencies, or by other duly commissioned or empowered 
authorities.
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1. The current criteria of evaluation

Treatment 35
Title and Plan 15
Development 15
Innovation 5

Knowledge, Personal Study and Research 30
Thematic Knowledge 15
Philatelic Knowledge 15

Condition and Rarity 30
Condition 10
Rarity 20

Presentation 5 5
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1. The current criteria of evaluation

Remark:

Successful exhibits trigger evaluation (criteria) !

* def. “successful” : what other collectors / exhibitors 
appreciate of what they see on frames

** Further sources of influence are
practicability, 
international consensus (integrating national traditions),
and the approach of the leading judges.
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1. The current criteria of evaluation

The state of play:

Narrative approaches are considered to be the most 
successful forms of treatment in thematic exhibits.
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2. Development of the evaluation criteria in history

Development of the exhibition class:

Topical (“Motiv”)
+ =>   TH1 =>   TH2

Documentary

Topical = “pretty picture” philately
Documentary = chronological presentation of subjects
TH 1 = focus on plan and philatelic knowledge
TH 2 = focus on development and thematic knowledge
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2. Development of the evaluation criteria in history

Development of the exhibition class:

Topical (“Motiv”)
+ =>   TH1 =>   TH2

Documentary

Plan: 25 vs. 0 20 15
Philatelic Knowledge reduced to 15 points (in 2000)
split Development / Thematic knowledge (in 2000)
new criterion Innovation (in 2000)
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3. Evaluating Philatelic Knowledge (max. 15 points)

 Presence of the widest possible range of postal-
philatelic material and its balanced use
(according to sorts of material, regional spread and time frame)

 Checking for errors and mistakes:

full compliance with the rules of postal philately
appropriateness of postal documents
appropriateness and correctness of philatelic text, 

when required

 Presence of philatelic studies and related skilful use of 
important philatelic material
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3. Evaluating Philatelic Knowledge (max. 15 points)

Judging Phil. Knowledge according to the “level system”
(what in fact we do even this is mentioned nowhere in the rules)

Step 1: Evaluate the range of present postal-philatelic 
material and set a level of points accordingly.

Step 2: Deduct one or more points when you detect errors 
and mistakes.

Step 3: Add points for skilful use of important material and 
sound philatelic studies.
(remark: skilful = selection and description!)
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3. Evaluating Philatelic Knowledge (max. 15 points)

Three types of “Philatelic Studies”:

Type 1: Several pages elaborate a thematically important 
aspect by the detailed study of the philatelically 
important varieties.

Type 2: One page concentrates on a detailed study of the 
important varieties for an identical thematic detail.

Type 3: Two or more items of an identical thematic detail are 
shown to underline personal knowledge or philatelic 
importance of the items.
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3. Evaluating Philatelic Knowledge (max. 15 points)
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3. Evaluating Philatelic Knowledge (max. 15 points)
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4. Challenges when judging thematic exhibits

Challenge Approach
1. Non-postal aspects of items “borderline material”
2. Rarity of unimportant material consider importance
3. Condition as level of rarity
4. Plan (efficient vs. elaborate) pages titles
5. Th. Knowledge / Development “what” and “how”
6. Innovation award, not punish
7. Consistency in scoring considering average
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4. Challenge no 1: Non-postal aspects of philatelic items

Some examples frequently encountered:

1. Additional private prints on postal stationery
2. FDC illustrations
3. Fiscal stamps
4. Illustrated Patriotic covers
5. Astro-philatelic items
6. Aerophilatelic private vignettes
7. Cachets of Antarctic stations, research vessels etc
8. Content of letters (both, text and drawings)
9. Senders’ information and address with no postal privilege
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 Distinction postal elements / non-postal elements

 non-postal elements are of no importance for thematic philately
 they have to be ignored when judging rarity

4. Challenge no 1: Non-postal aspects of philatelic items
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4. Challenge no 1: Non-postal aspects of philatelic items
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 Distinction postal elements / non-postal elements

 non-postal elements are of no importance for thematic philately
 they have to be ignored when judging rarity

 Borderline items

 acceptable if they form the only means to document important thematic 
details

 no philatelic importance: no points for rarity

4. Challenge no 1: Non-postal aspects of philatelic items
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 Distinction postal elements / non-postal elements

 non-postal elements are of no importance for thematic philately
 they have to be ignored when judging rarity

 Borderline items

 acceptable if they form the only means to document important thematic 
details

 no philatelic importance: no points for rarity

 Philatelic „core material“

 degree of general philatelic importance can vary significantly

4. Challenge no 2: Rarity of unimportant material
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Example no. 1: Proofs and essays
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Example no. 1: Proofs and essays
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Example no. 1: Proofs and essays

 world status essays and proofs for the most classic stamps
 high importance: accepted drawings and essays,

die proofs for controlling engraving process,
unissued stamps
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Example no. 1: Proofs and essays
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Example no. 1: Proofs and essays

 world status essays and proofs for the most classic stamps
 high importance: accepted drawings and essays,    unissued stamps, 

die proofs for controlling engraving process
 moderate importance: rejected stamp drawings, 

colour and plate proofs (production process), 
presentation sheets, cards for asking final approval
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Example no. 1: Proofs and essays
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Example no. 1: Proofs and essays

 world status essays and proofs for the most classic stamps
 high importance: accepted drawings and essays,    unissued stamps, 

die proofs for controlling engraving process
 moderate importance: rejected stamp drawings, 

colour and plate proofs (production process), 
presentation sheets, cards for asking final approval

 lesser importance: preliminary drawings of accepted designs, 
presentation issues (including artist‘s die proofs), 
colour proofs for philatelists, 
modern colour separations

 no importance: preliminary drawings of rejected designs, 
imperforated stamps from French countries, 
modern specimen stamps, 
photographic archive material

Items from the latter two catagories do not substantially improve the 
philatelic quality of an exhibit.
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Example no. 2: fancy cancellations from the USA

 world status the finest of the 19th century fancy killers on cover
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Example no. 2: fancy cancellations from the USA

 world status the finest of the 19th century fancy killers on cover

 high importance: the finest of the 19th century fancy killers on stamp; 
other 19th century fancy killers, on cover; 
1927 – 1930 registered covers (backstamped)
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Example no. 2: fancy cancellations from the USA

 world status the finest of the 19th century fancy killers on cover

 high importance: the finest of the 19th century fancy killers on stamp; 
other 19th century fancy killers, on cover; 
1927 – 1930 registered covers (backstamped)

 moderate importance: 19th century fancy killers, on stamp; 
1931 – 1934 registered covers
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Example no. 2: fancy cancellations from the USA
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Example no. 2: fancy cancellations from the USA

 world status the finest of the 19th century fancy killers on cover

 high importance: the finest of the 19th century fancy killers on stamp; 
other 19th century fancy killers, on cover; 
1927 – 1930 registered covers (backstamped)

 moderate importance: 19th century fancy killers, on stamp; 
1931 – 1934 registered covers

 lesser importance: 1927 – 1934 First class covers
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Example no. 2: fancy cancellations from the USA
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Example no. 2: fancy cancellations from the USA
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Example no. 2: fancy cancellations from the USA
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Example no. 2: fancy cancellations from the USA

 world status the finest of the 19th century fancy killers on cover

 high importance: the finest of the 19th century fancy killers on stamp; 
other 19th century fancy killers, on cover; 
1927 – 1930 registered covers (backstamped)

 moderate importance: 19th century fancy killers, on stamp; 
1931 – 1934 registered covers

 lesser importance: 1927 – 1934 First class covers

 no importance: 1935 – 1950 cachets, additionally to datestamp
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Example no. 2: fancy cancellations from the USA
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Example no. 2: fancy cancellations from the USA

 world status the finest of the 19th century fancy killers on cover

 high importance: the finest of the 19th century fancy killers on stamp; 
other 19th century fancy killers, on cover; 
1927 – 1930 registered covers (backstamped)

 moderate importance: 19th century fancy killers, on stamp; 
1931 – 1934 registered covers

 lesser importance: 1927 – 1934 First class covers

 no importance: 1935 – 1950 cachets, additionally to datestamp

Items from the latter two catagories do not substantially improve the 
philatelic quality of an exhibit.
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4. Challenge no 3: Condition

Judging the condition of material 
needs to take availability (rarity) into account !

What happens if there are no scarce or rare items,
But all common modern pieces are in mint quality?
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 maximum of 5 points:

 common and modern material in good quality

4. Challenge no 3: Condition
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 maximum of 5 points:

 common and modern material in good quality

 maximum of 8 points:

 common and modern material are in excellent quality plus
 all uncommon and scarce items are in their best condition

4. Challenge no 3: Condition
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 maximum of 5 points:

 common and modern material in good quality

 maximum of 8 points:

 common and modern material are in excellent quality plus
 all uncommon and scarce items are in their best condition

 maximum of 10 points:

 top rarities are in condition well above average (9 points)
 all top rarities are in their best condition (10 points)

4. Challenge no 3: Condition
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 consistency between the plan and the title
 presence of the plan page
 adequacy of the plan page (= efficient for understanding the structure)
 coverage of all major aspects necessary to develop the theme

 correct, logical and balanced structure (guidelines: the degree to which 
a ”story” is told instead of a list of aspects appears)

4. Challenge no 4: Plan (efficient vs. elaborate)
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4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge

Original approach (1983): 
Any text on exhibition pages not being a philatelic 
description or explanation, is “development”.

(part of the challenge: some judges still think that way!)
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TITLE

Plan
page

Title & Plan, and Development
are components of the main 
criterion named Treatment.

Story
line

Pag. 2

Pag. n

Story
line

2

1

3

Note:
Correctness of thematic facts and 

text and new findings are assessed 
under "Thematic Knowledge". 
No double counting, please!

4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge
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4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge

Examples for documenting Thematic Knowledge:
 New thematic finding for the chosen subject
 Thematic details in text and material

Examples for documenting Development:
 Order and positioning of the items on the page
 Synthesis of page content by pages titles
 “surprising” material (which does not belong to the 

subject, but thematically fits into the story of that page)
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Story
line

4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge
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4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge
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4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge
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4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge
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4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge

Examples for documenting Thematic Knowledge:
 New thematic finding for the chosen subject
 Thematic details in text and material

Examples for documenting Development:
 Order and positioning of the items on the page
 Synthesis of page content by pages titles
 “surprising” material (which does not belong to the 

subject, but thematically fits into the story of that page)
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4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge

Examples for documenting Thematic Knowledge:
 New thematic finding for the chosen subject
 Thematic details in text and material

Examples for documenting Development:
 Order and positioning of the items on the page
 Synthesis of page content by pages titles
 “surprising” material (which does not belong to the 

subject, but thematically fits into the story of that page)
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4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge
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4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge
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4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge

Examples for documenting Thematic Knowledge:
 New thematic finding for the chosen subject
 Thematic details in text and material

Examples for documenting Development:
 Order and positioning of the items on the page
 Synthesis of page content by pages titles
 “surprising” material (which does not belong to the 

subject, but thematically fits into the story of that page)
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4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge
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4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge
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4. Challenge no 5: Development / Thematic Knowledge
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Innovation is demonstrated by a personal elaboration of the theme,
that transforms an exhibit from a sequence of classified items 
into an "original" story

 Introduction of new themes
 A new theme, by itself, is not sufficient, when not sustained by 

an innovative plan & development

 New approaches for known themes
 E.g. Historical approach, that widens the scope for analysis

 New aspects of an established or known theme
 New chapters, paragraphs

 New thematic application of material
 To support new thematic facts

4. Challenge no 6: How to judge Innovation?
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4. Challenge no 7: consistency in scoring
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 Evaluation of thematic exhibits requires capabilities on three 
different levels:

 knowledge and understanding of evaluation criteria (1st level)
 broad thematic and philatelic knowledge (2nd level)
 consistent allotment of points according to criteria requires an 

agreement about proper scales (3rd level)

4. Challenge no 7: consistency in scoring
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 Evaluation of thematic exhibits requires capabilities on three 
different levels:

 knowledge and understanding of evaluation criteria (1st level)
 broad thematic and philatelic knowledge (2nd level)
 consistent allotment of points according to criteria requires an 

agreement about proper scales (3rd level)

 “Starting level” at 80%
 average of thematic exhibits at FIP exhibitions (80.5 points)
 proposal: 80% = absense of errors, but nothing special

4. Challenge no 7: consistency in scoring
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Thematic knowledge (maximum: 15 points)

 aspects which are required for 12 out of 15 points:

 appropriateness, conciseness and correctness of thematic text
 correct thematic use of the material
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Thematic knowledge (maximum: 15 points)

 aspects which are required for 12 out of 15 points:

 appropriateness, conciseness and correctness of thematic text
 correct thematic use of the material

 aspects which award additional points:

 presence of new thematic findings for the theme
 use of material that has a thematic qualification which is not 

immediately obvious and needs to be discovered by the exhibitor
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Development (maximum: 15 points)

 aspects which are required for 12 out of 15 points:

 correct assembly and positioning of the items in conformity with the 
plan

 connection between the items and the thematic text
 elaboration of all aspects of the plan
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Development (maximum: 15 points)

 aspects which are required for 12 out of 15 points:

 correct assembly and positioning of the items in conformity with the 
plan

 connection between the items and the thematic text
 elaboration of all aspects of the plan

 aspects which award additional points:

 depth, shown through connections, cross references, ramifications, 
causes and effects

 balance, by giving to each thematic point the importance corresponding 
to its significance within the theme
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• 7 challenges when judging
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Some believe that Thematic Philately has many rules…

Rule

Rule

Rule

Rule
Rule

Rule

Rule

Rule

Rule

Rule

Rule

Rule

Rule

Rule

Rule

Rule

Rule

Rule

Rule RuleRule

Rul
e

Rul
e
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Why do we show our collection at stamp exhibitions?

 We are proud to have a collection of nice pieces gathered and 
compiled with a high degree of thematic and philatelic knowledge.

 We want to entertain people attending the exhibition.

This defines the goals for the work of the jury:

 evaluation of the quality of the philatelic items

 evaluation of the knowledge documented by the exhibit

 evaluation of the clarity of communication
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Plan (maximum: 15 points)

 aspects which are required for 12 out of 15 points:

 consistency between the plan and the title
 presence of the plan page
 adequacy of the plan page
 coverage of all major aspects necessary to develop the theme

 aspect which awards additional points:

 correct, logical and balanced structure (the degree to which a ”story” is 
told instead of a list of aspects appears)
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Philatelic knowledge (maximum: 15 points)

 aspects which are required for 12 out of 15 points:

 full compliance with the rules of postal philately
 appropriateness of postal documents
 appropriateness and correctness of philatelic text, when required
 presence of a good range of postal-philatelic material

 aspects which award additional points:

 presence of the widest possible range of postal-philatelic material and 
its balanced use

 presence of philatelic studies and related skilful use of important 
philatelic material
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Rarity (maximum: 20 points)

 common material only (8 points)
 at least 2 uncommon or scarce items per frame (9 / 10 points)
 uncommon / scarce items throughout the exhibit (11 / 12 points)
 uncommon / scarce items throughout the exhibit plus a number of rare 

pieces (13 - 15 points)
 uncommon to rare items throughout the exhibit, but no “top rarities”   

(16 points)
 uncommon to rare items throughout the exhibit plus a few “top rarities”

(17 points)
 uncommon to rare items throughout the exhibit plus several “top 

rarities” (18/19 points)
 rare items and “top rarities” throughout the exhibit (20 points)
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Presentation (maximum: 5 points)

 3 or 2 points if far below average or even ugly

 4 points around average presentation

 5 points, if well above average




